
BACKGROUND

You get to read about and see results of a one-
day workshop of 47 critical infrastructure owners, 
managers and stakeholders, held September 28, 
2009 in Vancouver, B.C. 

Wes Shoemaker, Deputy Minister BC Ministry of 
Public Safety and Solicitor General, opened the 
workshop with encouragement to find ways to 
strengthen our resolve and loss prevention 
systems. Through our discussions at the Simon 
Fraser University Harbour Centre campus several 
consistent themes emerged. 

Participants evaluated the effectiveness of social 
systems that underpin natural hazard mitigation in 
mountainous and coastal areas of western 
Canada. The evaluation highlighted existing 
effective aspects of the risk mitigation framework 
and explored how the framework can be 
strengthened. 

Security of our critical infrastructure depends on 
the strength of the social systems that protect and 
use that infrastructure. 

The long-term objective is to increase community 
resilience to natural disasters, including 
earthquakes, floods, landslides, tsunami and 
severe storms. Workshop proceedings, results 
and recommendations are available on the 
website of the Simon Fraser University Centre for 
Natural Hazard Research 
(http://www.sfu.ca/cnhr/sfu.html). These include 
graphic recordings made by Stina Brown 
(playcreative.biz), examples of which are included 
here.  

The workshop was ably assisted by volunteer 
facilitators, and recorders from Natural Resources 
Canada, Simon Fraser University, the Justice 
Institute of BC, Royal Roads University, and 
Public Safety Canada.

Background on the workshop setup can be found 
at http://www.mhrisk.ca
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RESULTS
Consistent messaging suggested to concentrate 
on the following, and to do so through further 
expert analysis. 
        mitigation education
        accountability
        communication
        decision support 
        knowledge generation and access.

Topics for research and expert contribution 
include:
       analyse the cost – benefit of mitigation
       knowledge networks
       accountability structures
       national guidelines and standards 
          (land-use decisions and risk assessment)

Participants suggested follow-up workshops to 
analyze these topics one at a time.
They proposed that the workshop organizers 
initiate a hazard mitigation network.
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Summary of important points from the workshop. 
The points were generated by the separate groups clustered around the four topic tables, 
and were presented by a group representative.

Goverance
1.  How would you improve the existing combination of public 
and private sector governance of natural hazard disaster 
mitigation, to significantly increase societal resilience to 
natural disasters?
For instance: Should critical infrastructure owners operate a 
Trusted Information Network, as in Australia? Does 
devolution of mitigation strategies to the municipal level 
increase resilience?

People
2.  Do societal structures engage people in mitigiation? 
For instance: Are individuals self motivated to reduce their 
risk to natural disasters? Are the mechanisms in place to 
provide opportunities to increase resilience (e.g. insurance, 
wealth, knowledge)?

Codification
3.  Are existing code and standards systems working and 
can they or new ones be used more effectively? 
For instance: Are mechanisms like the National Building 
Code strengthening resilience? Is present land-use 
legislation enough? Are existing codes and standards being 
effectively applied? Does infrastructure in transportation 
corridors need better construction guidelines?

Knowledge
4.  Which aspects of our system of generating and using 
disaster mitigation knowledge can be improved?
For instance: Do you have the knowledge you need? Do you 
feel you effectively use what is known, and if not, how could 
the situation be changed? Are key decision makers 
connected effectively to mitigation knowledge? If a 
researcher publishes an article on mitigation is it like a tree 

PLANS
The group that hosted this workshop has made preliminary 
plans to host a follow-up workshop to create solutions to a 
single issue identified in these records. That workshop would 
be in mid 2010. It would require the contribution of experts in 
infrastructure building and operation, and the relevant policy 
experts. 

Responsibility 
and

Accountability
They show up a few times, well more than a few times

Is it out of frustration
or 

a sense of their potential to support 
mitigation 

decision making.

Notes were made on place mats and flip charts
Lots of of notes

Lots of charts (88)

67 people had registered for the 
workshop; many of those from the  
critical infrastructure municipal 
sectors.

Summary of presentations that opened the workshop
They demonstrated the roles of inter-agency governance, strategic land-use planning, 
society-wide and -deep communication, and avenues of incorporating local knowledge into 
building back better after a disaster.

Summary of ideas from the World Cafe
Based on answering the questions below


